
Product data sheet

Art. no.: 321.02

OX-ON Respiratory Kit Painter Comfort A2/P3D

Features:
• Suitable for working with paints, varnishes and in
dusty environments
• Extremely low breathing resistance
• Perfect fit
• Adjustable elastic band
• Easy replacement of filters
• Produced in the EU
• 100% silicone.

Colours:
blue

Product Description:

OX-ON Respiratory Kit Painter Comfort A2/P3 is a complete half mask kit, which is
especially designed to comply with the protection requirements at work with paints and
varnishes. For example cellulose thinners, various types of wood preservatives, PCB
and spray paint. (You may read more under point 8 in the data sheet for the product,
against which you need to protect yourself.) Furthermore, the half mask kit ensures
you optimal protection of your airways when it comes to dust/particles.

The one-size half mask is provided with elastic bands so that it can easily and quickly
be adapted to your face, and thus you will always have a perfectly fitting mask.
Furthermore, the respiratory protective equipment is manufactured in soft silicone,
which gives you an exceptional comfort when you wear it.

An entirely unique exhaling valve drastically reduces moisture and heat in the mask.
This gives you optimal comfort.

Both the belonging threaded A2/P3 filters are very easily mounted on the mask when it
is time to change the filter set or, for example, if you want to upgrade to other types of
OX-ON filters. You can at any time mount another type of OX-ON filter on the half
mask, as the basis mask is identical for all OX-ON half mask filters. This allows you to

Sizes:

STR. ART. NO. EAN

One size 321.02 5701952321025

Minimum sales and packaging:

MINIMUM ORDER KLL. PLL.

1 stk 20 stk 200 stk

EN standards
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choose freely when you need to find the right filters for your task.

Furthermore, the filters are dolomite tested, which means that these are filters with a
particularly large dust capacity with slowly increasing resistance.

With the OX-ON Painter Comfort A2/P3 half mask kit you get a working tool and a
safety approved piece of protective equipment that requires minimal maintenance and
has a long lifetime - all combined with a modern anatomical design of highest quality.
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